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COMPLEXITY: IS IT REALLY THAT SIMPLE
Jeremy J. S. B. Hall, Hall Marketing. London
Benita M. Cox, Imperial College, London
Beer (1967) discusses model complexity in terms of “cones of resolution”
suggesting “Clearly, the most economic way to do management science is
to stay as high up the cone of resolution as one can”. Where simulation
models are used in management education by practicing executives the
main economic measure is time. The time spent by the executives in
reaching the required learning objectives. This suggests that complexity
must be considered in the context of duration. For short courses lasting a
matter of days duration is a critical factor affecting the choice of whether to
use a simulation or not.

ABSTRACT
This paper challenges the assumption that complexity is necessary for
educationally effective computerized business simulations by
demonstrating, for a sample of proven simulations, there is a correlation
between complexity and the duration of the simulation.
It discusses complexity in terms of two mechanisms. The first mechanism
gives rise to the assertions about complexity by suggesting that realism is a
key determinant of educational effectiveness and that realism is produced
through complexity. However, there is a second mechanism where the
amount of cognitive processing performed by participants relates to the
simulation’s complexity. In turn, the simulation’s duration relative to
cognitive processing produces cognitive pressure that may lead to role
overload. With role overload producing a negative influence on andragogic
effectiveness.

The time required for cognitive processing relates to complexity. If this
time need differs from the time available (duration) then Role Overload can
occur and the stress and strain produced have a negative effect (French &
Caplan, 1972). Thus “Another major factor that affects the realism of the
game is the time pressure on the participating teams. The time pressure
must relate to the complexity of the model. “ (Hall 1971).
The focus in the literature on striving for realism was questioned by
Anderson (1987) who discussed “the counterpointing of “simple” and
“more complex” and the inference that the latter are an improvement on the
former”. Elgood (1984) reinforces this stating “Generally, it is safe to say
that far more errors are made by game writers trying to be too clever than
by keeping their material simple and elegant”.

When combined, these mechanisms produce a peak in the function linking
complexity with andragogic effectiveness and, the position of this peak is
determined by the simulation’s duration. The peak in effectiveness is shown
using data from several business simulations that have been used
extensively on short courses by practicing executives. Finally the findings
are discussed in terms of the design and use of business simulations for
Executive Short Courses.

One must ask the question “Why are realism and complexity so often cited
as a key design requirement?” and suggest that this emphasis is
philosophical. This is supported by Kotler (1984 p731) who suggests that
people with a research and development (scientific) background tend to
emphasize intrinsic quality, functional features and, based on a pride in
scientific curiosity and detachment, strive for technical perfection. This
basic “product orientation” (Kotler p17) therefore focuses on internal
product features that, by their nature, can be better controlled and rigorously
evaluated. In contrast “marketing orientation” (Kotler p20) approaches
design from a holistic customer satisfaction viewpoint.

INTRODUCTION
The need for business simulations to be realistic and the link between
realism and complexity has been widely discussed. While reviewing the
validity and effectiveness of business simulations, Miller and LerouxDemers (1992) state “Management simulations are valid pedagogical tools
provided they are complex and realistic”. Later in the same paper it is stated
“To conclude, complexity in management simulation was found to be a
necessary ingredient for participants’ learning. Complexity i.e. the number
of decision variables, and interactions between model parameters, is
necessary to approximate business reality and provide the impression of
realism” Thorne (1992) in an article entitled “New stimulus for those
simulations” stated “Naturally any simplification, however advanced, will
ultimately be a simplification of reality. But the latest, most sophisticated
simulations can now recreate, through complex mathematical models, the
dynamic effect of realism”.

THE MECHANISMS
A link between complexity and duration to andragogic effectiveness is
suggested by the diagram shown in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1
COMLEXITY/DURATION/EFFECTIVENESS

These comments reflect a commonly held view that complexity is “a good
thing”. Yet, one benefit of using models to represent the real world is that,
through the abstraction and simplification of reality, it is possible to focus
on a specific problem. To plan a journey, a road map is far preferable to an
aerial photograph though the latter is a far more accurate replica. It is the
very complexity of the aerial photograph that is its weakness and it is the
simplicity and focus of the road map that is its strength. Springer et al
(1965), in the context of the general use of models by management, state
“The power of a model in solving a problem comes precisely from its not
corresponding to reality except in those details pertinent to the problem at
hand”. Where simulation models are used for management education “the
problem at hand” is meeting learning objectives. This view is reinforced by
Norris (1986) who discusses the design conflict where enhanced realism
(through increased complexity) leads to a peak in the teaching effectiveness
-reality function and Nebenzahl (1984) suggests that a game is too complex
if it does not permit identification of the impact of important decisions.
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This diagram shows two mechanisms - REALISM and COGNITIVE
PRESSURE. Although it may not be possible to separate and quantify these
mechanisms it is possible to discuss their shapes.
REALISM - as illustrated in the introduction, it is generally held, that
effectiveness is positively correlated with realism and that realism is a
function of complexity. The shape of the complexity-realism function can
be discerned from the multi- dimensionality of business models. For
instance a general management simulation will involve multiple markets,
products, operation levels etc. each representing a different dimension.
Therefore moving from a simple model to a more realistic one involves a
power function (as illustrated in Figure 2a). By impli-
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FIGURE 3
a) COMPLEXITY - COGNITIVE PROCESSING

cation, the strongly held view of the link between realism and effectiveness,
suggests that this is at least a linear function although realism has been
discussed in terms of verisimilitude (Meier et al, 1969) and it has been
suggested that it is necessary for the simulation to have a minimal level of
reality. This is illustrated in Figure 2b in terms of a saturating curve.
Combined, it suggests that, the complexity-realismeffectiveness mechanism
is concave and complexity is positively correlated with effectiveness.

COGNITIVE
PRESSURE

FIGURE 2
A) COMPLEXITY -REALISM
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b) COGNITIVE PRESSURE - EFFECTIVENESS
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b) REALISM - ANDRAGOGIC EFFECTIVENESS
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COMPLEXITY-DURATION-EFFECTIVENESS MODEL - combining
the two mechanisms, considering their shapes and slopes, suggests that for
any simulation there is an optimum duration based on its complexity. This
hypothesis can be tested through an analysis of simulations exhibiting a
wide range of complexities and durations. Provided the simulations exhibit
andragogic validity the hypothesis is proved if there is a significant, positive
correlation between complexity and duration.
METHODOLOGY
To test the hypothesis, duration, decision-complexity and usage data was
gathered from thirteen simulations. Because two pairs of simulations were
consanguineous, to preserve degrees of freedom, the actual number of data
sets reduced to eleven and the usage figures of the consanguineous pairs
were aggregated.

COGNITIVE PRESSURE - the amount of cognitive processing,
required by simulation participants, depends on complexity, previous
knowledge, experience, group size and team working skills and can be
viewed as the process of creating learning. By their nature, simulations
require participants to make decisions at intervals. Thus simulations are
time mediated. The relationship between the necessary amount of cognitive
processing and the time available produces stress and strain. Work pressure
of this nature can produce role overload (French and Caplan 1972). This can
be either a quantitative overload where the amount of work to be done is
either too much or too little or a qualitative overload where the work is too
easy or too difficult. French and Caplan (1972) also suggest that “Too little
to do” or “too easy work” are also undesirable. For simulations this will
occur when there is insufficient complexity. As shown in Figure 3a & b this
suggests that although cognitive pressure is positively correlated with
complexity it can be negatively correlated with andragogic effectiveness.
This negative correlation occurs if cognitive pressure is too high. Vet, to
make most efficient use of executives’ time it is necessary reduce
simulation duration’s and hence increase cognitive pressure towards the
point of role overload.

The data exhibited a wide range of complexity (as measured by the number
of decisions made each period). This range of complexity ensured statistical
reliability. The simulations are described later in the section entitled “The
Simulations” and the measures discussed, separately, in sections entitled
“Andragogic Effectiveness”, “Complexity” and “Duration”.
A simple regression and correlation analysis was performed on the data
with the number of decisions per period as the independent variable and the
simulation duration as dependent variable. Based on the regression line,
outliners were analyzed and further data gathered. The significance of the
correlation was tested comparing the ratio of the Mean Square (regression)
and the Mean Square (residual) against the F-statistic.
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The regression model set of simulations, Management College) actual
duration’s was evaluated using a separate, control from a different source
(Ashridge to forecast durations and compare with

product design and creative advantage dimension

The Simulations

Validity of simulations can be tested at three levels (Rolfe 1991) content, internal and external. Content validity addresses
how well the simulation replicates the real world, internal
validity addresses how well it meets the course (learning)
objectives and external validity addresses the question of
whether learning was transferred and improved executive
performance.

Andragogic Effectiveness

Eleven simulations (listed in Figure 4) used in the regression and correlation
analysis, were chosen with duration’s from two hours to just over two days
and complexity ranging from simple to complex. This choice was made to
ensure that the hypothesis could be demonstrated with sufficient
confidence.

CONTENT VALIDITY - by emphasizing the way the simulation
replicates the “real world” content validity reinforces the view and implies
there is a causal relationship between realism and andragogic effectiveness
without discussing the need to fulfil learning objectives nor the duration of
the simulation. In the context of this paper, this is a circular argument
analogous to describing automobile quality, solely, in terms of top speed.

FIGURE 4
SIMULATION DATA
SIMULATION
1986 Management
Challenge
A Management
Experience
Global Operations
INTEX
Operations
Product Launch
Reserve
Retail Challenge
Sales Mix
Service Challenge
‘Technique

Duratio
n
7.0

Decisio
ns
9

Date

Runs

1986

»24

10.0

13

1976

>30

12.0
16.0
2.2
2.0
11.5
7.0
3.0
9.0
20.0

15
19
3
3
14
9
4
11
25

1981
1983
1977
1988
1987
1983
1989
1989
1989

>80
17
>45
»218
8
>19
»100
>20
8

INTERNAL VALIDITY - for the simulations under investigation internal
validity was demonstrated because they all had been extensively used by
many experienced trainers over many years and all are still in use. Kotler
(1984) explains that the probability of repeat purchase relates to consumer
satisfaction and, in turn, satisfaction is a function of the closeness of the
consumer’s product expectations and the product’s perceived performance
(p157). Figure 4 shows the date of origination and an estimate of usage in
terms of total number of runs (The usage is based on known use and
therefore understated. This is shown by using the greater than (>) and much
greater than (») symbols to suggest the probable degree of understatement.)
EXTERNAL VALIDITY - the simulations were used by practicing
executives with, often, considerable business experience. Further, it is
universal practice on short courses, for the participants to “score” each
session on its benefits. Thus, it is reasonable to believe that the executives’
experience allowed them to forecast benefits accurately when scoring the
session. In the long term, the continuing use of the simulations is a further
indicator of external validity.

NOTES
Duration is hours to brief, simulate eight periods and review.
Decisions is the average number of decisions made each period.

Runs represents the known ruins of thc simulation. Where widely
used by clients the runs are understated and the degree is indicated
by > or ». Where two versions of a simulation exist the runs are
aggregated. Service Challenge usage includes that of the Casino

Complexity
Complexity can be measured extrinsically using the number of decisions
made (Keys), documentation length (Nebenzahl (1984)) reports produced or
intrinsically with software size indicating model complexity (Wolfe. 1978;
Keys. 1980; Pray and Gold, 1982; Gold and Pray, 1984). For this analysis
the number of decisions made each period was chosen since the decisionmaking nature of a business simulation means that the number of decisions
were an indicator of the amount of cognitive processing and therefore
deemed to be a more direct and reliable measure of simulation complexity.

Challenge. Sales Mix usage includes that of the Retail Mix.
The three shortest duration simulations (PRODUCT LAUNCH. SALES
MIX and OPERATIONS) were extremely simple with very limited learning
objectives addressing specific management concepts. PRODUCT
LAUNCH focussed on the product life cycle concept; SALES MIX
focussed on meeting budgetary targets and group working: OPERATIONS
focussed on simple production planning, scheduling and control.

However, although the number of decisions was used as an indicator of
complexity, there are several considerations. First, a simple sum of
decisions implies that each are of equal importance and complexity. With
the simulations chosen this was, reasonably, true but, it would not have
been true for functionally specific simulations that address operational,
tactical and strategic issues. Secondly the number of decisions made each
period may not be fixed. This was true for the three longest simulations
(that addressed strategic issues) where the number of decisions made each
period depends on a team’s strategy and business development. For these
simulations (GLOBAL OPERATIONS, INTEX and TECHNIQUE) a
typical number of decisions per period was chosen. The actual figure
chosen was based both on experience running the simulations and the
design of the simulation where (for GLOBAL OPERATIONS) only some
possible markets are attractive, where (for INTEX) only some possible
products are viable and (for TECHNIQUE) only some product/market
combinations are viable for a particular strategy.

Next, in terms of duration, were three simulations (1986 MANAGEMENT
CHALLENGE. RETAIL CHALLENGE & SERVICE CHALLENGE)
designed with learning objectives covering basic business appreciation
(marketing, finance & operations and their interactions). They were aimed
at junior management and management trainees but each addressed a
different industry sector and the mix of decisions and the models reflected
the issues facing those sectors.
Beyond these, in terms of duration, were two simulations (A
MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE & RESERVE) that addressed tactical
issues with A MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE concentrating on
forecasting and financial control and RESERVE focussing on the link
between commercial success and research and development.
Finally, three simulations (GLOBAL OPERATIONS, INTEX and
TECHNIQUE) addressed strategic management issues and were aimed at
middle to senior management. These strategic simulations differed in terms
of duration and scenarios. GLOBAL OPERATIONS covered basic strategic
portfolio development. INTEX simulated the management of a consumer
product business in an industrializing nation. TECHNIQUE simulated the
management of a high technology electronics company with a
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Duration

The control set of simulations covered a similar range of complexity and
durations ranging from MSX that lasts three and a half hours to SMASH
that takes two full days (twenty hours). SPITFIRE (one day) and GSIM (a
day and a half) covered the middle of the range. All these simulations had
proven validity with MSX in use from the late 1960s (with versions on
Computer Time Sharing, Mini and Micro Computers). GSIM and its
precursor in use for at least a decade and a half and the others have been
used extensively for several years.

Duration was the total time taken for the simulation and therefore included
the time for briefing, for preparation, to make eight sets of decisions and to
review the simulation. If, normally, less than eight periods were simulated
then the rate of decision making at the end of the simulation was used to
compute the eight period equivalent. Similarly, if the normal number of
periods simulated was more than eight then the duration was reduced to the
eight period equivalent. Since the simulations were run as a single session
on a short course their durations could be assessed precisely. If they had
been used with weekly decisions on an academic programme then the
assessment of duration might not have been possible. Some groups would
use “spare time” to work on the simulation, others would not. Further,
cognitive processing would continue, subconsciously, even when students
were working on other tasks. The durations shown in Figure 4 are actual
running times rather than design times. In two simulations (SERVICE
CHALLENGE and RESERVE) role overload had meant that durations had
to be extended. (In SERVICE CHALLENGE this was only discovered
when the original regression model suggested an unusually large difference
between the actual and predicted durations - discussions with the main user
of the simulation revealed that the normal duration was nine hours
rather than the designed seven!)

A plot of duration against the number of decisions made each period
(Figure 5) suggests a linear relationship between durations and number of
decisions. Correlation analysis demonstrated significance above the 99%
level (Figure 6).

*
*
*
*
*
*

3.9
7.9
14.4
20.4

Hall (1972) suggests “This overall time constraint places a severe limitation
upon the degree of the distillation of the real world situation both in the
provision of information and in the complexity of the model”. The
demonstration that duration and complexity correlate means that
simulations can be developed to match short course needs.

*

0

5
10
17.5
25

FORECAST

TIME CRITICALITY: The time available for simulations, used on short
courses, is extremely restricted. This, time criticality, is illustrated from the
prospectii of post experience course providers. In 1992, a leading European
post experience course provider (Ashridge Management College) offered
sixty- four percent of courses with a duration one week, twenty-four percent
of two weeks and the balance evenly spread between three and four weeks.
An analysis of the Chartered Institute of Marketing’s 1993 Residential
Courses showed that, of over one hundred different courses offered, half
were of one week duration. Of the remainder approximate one quarter were
of three days and one quarter of two days! Only three courses were longer
than a week and the longest of these had a duration of 13 days. The modal
one week course duration matches the recommendation that leading (UK)
corporations should be encouraged to set a public standard of five days offthe-job training per year per executive - as in the USA and the big West
German companies (Handy 1987).
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DESIGN AND USE IMPLICATIONS

FIGURE 5
SCATTER DIAGRAM: DURATION & COMPLEXITY

0

DECISIONS

Initially the data received on the Ashridge control set showed MSX and
SMASH within one standard error of the estimate. SPITFIRE and GSIM
also seemed on the regression line but fell, symmetrically, about six
standard errors either side of this. Further discussions with Ashridge
showed that the data supplied for GSIM gave the duration for the simulation
and review stages but omitted briefing and preparation. Further, the number
of decisions represented a maximum rather than the typical. The corrected
data produced a forecast that fell within three standard errors of the actual.
Initial information on SPITFIRE showed nine decisions per period. Further
investigation showed that the actual number of decisions made each period
was ten. This halved the difference between actual and forecast.

RESULTS

DURATION
(HOURS)

SIMULATION

30
DECISIONS

SIMULATION FOCUS: Time criticality also has implications in terms of
simulation focus and learning objectives. In particular cognitive processing
can be viewed as the prime learning process and to make efficient use of
participants time this must relate to learning objectives and extraneous
processing should be avoided. This means that complexity should be
directed towards learning objectives. Rollier (1992) illustrated this need
with this cri de cour “Is it feasible to establish educational objectives first,
and then to design games that fit those objectives?” This leads to a modified
causal analysis diagram that views the

FIGURE 6
REGRESSION MODEL & MEASURE OF CORRELATION
DURATION (hours) = 0.829* NUMBER OF DECISIONS - 0.355 F RATIO = 3437
The linearity and degree of confidence in the correlation was surprising
especially since the simulations chosen not only addressed a wide range of
durations but varied in terms of target audience (from junior
manager/specialist to middle/senior manager), learning objectives and date
of construction. This led to gathering data on further simulations from a
separate source and the regression model was used to forecast durations for
these simulations (Figure 7).
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process from that of the simulation designer. Here learning objectives are an
independent variable that directly affects cognitive processing and through
it to the required complexity (Figure 8). In this diagram, complexity and
realism, are internal product features.

FIGURE 8
MODIFIED CAUSAL ANALYSIS DIRGRAM
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CONCLUSIONS
The significant relationship demonstrated between duration and complexity
shows that complexity is not an independent predictor of andragogic
effectiveness. As a result complexity is only relevant in terms of learning
objectives and a broad spectrum of complexity (from simple to complex)
are viable simulation (product) attributes.
The introduction of duration into the model and its relationship with
learning objectives counterpoints andragogic effectiveness with andragogic
efficiency and makes complexity an internal feature of the model.
Ultimately the need for efficient use of executives’ time on short courses
and the problem of developing simulations that meet this need means that
“Simplicity: That really is complex!”
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